MOTOR BIKES ON THE TPT
Please record instances that you encounter or that are reported to you where
motor cycles are using the TPT.
Motor bikes are not permitted on any sections of the TPT except where it follows roads.
(Please do not report any problems that permitted users have with access controls on this sheet)

Please tick the correct answers - it should only take a minute or two.
Did you observe the incident yourself or are you recording for somebody else ?

YOUR NAME :

THEIR NAME:

YOUR TEL. No:

THEIR NUMBER:

Self [

]

Another [

]

Fast [

]

DATE & TIME OF INCIDENT:
SECTION OF TRAIL - FROM:

TO:

LOCAL AUTHORITY AREA (if known):
1. How many motor [
cyclists were there ?

Approx.speed of travel ? Slow [

]

]

Moderate [

2. Do you think (as a TPT user) that they were actually causing any problem/nuisance ?
3. Age of riders:

Children [

]

Youths [

]

Adults [

]

Yes [

] No [

]

]

4. Where exactly did they get on to the TPT (if you know for sure) ?
Was it a TPT access point or elsewhere (e.g. through a broken fence, across adjacent farmland etc.) ?
TPT access [
] Other [
] please specify:
5. Are there access controls on the section of trail in question ?
Yes [
] No [
]
If so how did the motorbikes get through them (if you saw them) ? (e.g. lifted bike over, bikes fitted
through, handlebars were cut down etc.) please specify:

6. Did you or the other person report the illegal use to the local police ? Yes [
7. If so, when, which police
station and which officer ?

]

No [

]

Incident Number:

8. Where the officers helpful ? Yes [ ] No [ ] Did they take the complaint seriously ? Yes [

] No [

]

9. Do you know if they took any action ?
Any other comments ?

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM TO TPT OFFICE AT: Barnsley MBC, Central Offices, Kendray Street, Barnsley S70 2TN

If you would like this form in e-mail format please contact us on: transpenninetrail@barnsley.gov.uk

THANK YOU
G:TP-Trail/Monitoring/Motor Bike Monitoring Form

